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C'mon, admit it, sometimes you make a bad decision, like hitting a giant mudhole with your 4Runner  
 and getting stuck up to your tire wells in thick mud. The good news is, you can prepare for such  

eventualities with our line of recovery gear. Our bags are a great way to store winches, tow straps and tree 
savers. We offer a variety of solutions to help get you out of the mud and back on the road in no time! 

► The Strap Bag 
We’ve devised a way to store and use straps and kinetic energy ropes. Getting your straps organized has never 
been easier! The Strap Bag attaches to a bull bar or roll cage. ITW field-replaceable buckles can be closed 
around the sides. That way, when you do get stuck in a muddy spot, your two straps are already on the front of 
your vehicle. No more fumbling around through piles of gear for the one thing that will get you going again! 
To deploy the bag, simply pull the tow straps from each opening at the bottom corners. Attach one end to the 
D-ring of your vehicle, and just start walking with the bag. The tow straps are ready to go with no frustrating 
tangles to work through! You can even go as far as attaching one end of the rope to the D-ring of your vehicle 
ahead of time. The Strap Bag can also be used as a winch dampener. 
» Dimensions: 5.5" x 22.5" x 3"  |  Bag $35.99 
| Bag w/ Recovery Gear (3/8" Soft Shackle 20" leg, ARB Snatch Strap 17,500lb - ARB705) | $176.97

Make a quick, efficient recovery
TOWING YOURSELF OUT OF A JAM JUST GOT EASIER

RECOVERY
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► The Overland Oil Bag
When you protect your 
vehicle’s interior from 
damaging fluids, you also 
protect your wallet from 
expensive shampoo jobs. 
The Blue Ridge Overland 
Gear Oil Bag is perfect for 
storing things like motor 
oil, transmission oil, gear 
oil, and brake cleaner.

This bag is the bag you need to keep your vehicle’s 
interior clean. The overland oil bag is designed to hold 
oil bottles and chemicals in place without spilling on 
your carpet. The outer shell is made of tough, 500D cor-
dura. The interior is lined with vinyl-coated polyester; 
the same stuff from which truck tarps are made. This 
liquid-resistant material will house all your fluids and 
wipe clean with a damp rag. Features our authentic 
branded leather logo. 
»  Dimensions: 12" x 6.5" x 11"  |  $59.99

▲  The Large Recovery Bag 
Our  large recovery bag is one tough bag. It’s made of 500D cordura and is a great place to store tree-savers and 
several straps. Four 2” mil-spec webbing loops — two on either side of the bag — will accommodate shackles.  
The front features four straps of MOLLE compatible webbing; great for additional MOLLE pouches. The mesh pouch 
on the back can store small things like gloves or pulleys. Get our large recovery bag and you’ll spend less time  
swearing like a sailor, and less time hauling yourself out of a tight spot. 
» Dimensions: 12" x 12" x 6"  |  $59.99 (recovery gear not included)

RECOVERY
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► The Off Road Air Tool Bag 
Our Air Tool Kit Bag is made of made of tough, 500D Cordura. It features 
two, large rubber zipper pulls that are easy to grasp, even while wearing 
gloves. The bag features two, durable, 2” mil-spec webbing handles for 
easy carry. When the bag is open, it’ll lay flat in a clamshell design for 
maximum accessibility. The two Velcro pockets on the front of the bag 
are great for storing deflators, inflators, small loose items, or gauges. 
Dimensions: 14" x 7" x 3"  |  $69.99

▼Make it a Kit! 
The kit includes the Off Road Air Tool Bag, The Speedy Seal  Tire Repair Kit, ARB Tire Inflation Kit for ARB Air 
Compressors, ARB Tire Inflator with Gauge, and an ARB E-Z Deflator Kit.  
Regular Price: $212.99 | Kit Price: $191.69

RECOVERY

» A) Off Road Air Tool Bag » B)  The Speedy Seal  Tire Repair Kit, » C) ARB Tire Inflation Kit 

» D) ARB E-Z Deflator Kit » E) ARB Tire Inflator w/Gauge  

A)

B)

C) D)

E)
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▼Make it a Kit! 
Our handy Recovery Throw Bag takes several pounds of trail gear and condenses it into one very light, very  
efficient package. The kit comes standard with the throw bag, A) two 20” soft shackles, B) the 20’ Winch  
Extension, and C) three ITW GrimLocs. Kit | $183.67

▲ 3/8” Amsteel Blue Winch Line Eye Splice With 
Thimble | 80ft.
Blue Ridge Overland Gear’s premier winch line is 
made of Amsteel-Blue synthetic rope and measure 
80’. It has a load rating of 19,600 lbs. Our winch line is 
85% lighter than steel wire cable. It’s also has a 30% 
higher breaking strength than steel wire cable. The 
advantage of this winch line is that it doesn’t snap 
back in the event of breakage. It’s torque-free and 
floats in water.  » Dimensions: 3/8” x 80’  | $339.99

▲ 3/8” Amsteel Winch Line Extension | 20" - 50" 
Blue Ridge Overland Gear’s premier winch extension 
is made of Amsteel-Blue synthetic rope and measures 
20’. It has a load rating of 19,600 lbs. Our winch  
extension is 85% lighter than steel wire cable. And 
has a 30% higher breaking strength than steel wire 
cable. The advantage of this winch extension is that it 
doesn’t snap back in the event of breakage. It’s 
torque-free and floats in water.  
» Dimensions: 3/8” x 20’ - $109.95 |  3/8” x 50’ | 
$239.95

◄ 3/8” Soft Shackle 20” leg
The BROG Soft Shackle is Blue Ridge Overland Gear’s 
premier soft shackle. What we like most about the soft 
shackle is that it’s much safer than shackles made of 
steel. If your shackle were to snap, which would you 
rather have flying at your face - a shackle made of steel 
or a soft piece of synthetic rope? 
 » Dimensions: 3/8” x 20”  |  $33.99

◄ The Vehicle Recovery Throw Bag 
This slick little bag makes recovery a breeze. It’s made of 
eye-catching blue vinyl-coated polyester truck tarp. It’ll 
fit a 20-foot winch extension comfortably. To deploy the 
bag, hook the looped end of the winch extension to the 
vehicle. Just like the name suggests, throw the bag to 
your desired location and the winch extension unwinds 
itself! An opening on the bottom of the bag accommo-
dates the other end of the winch extension. A paracord 
drawstring top secures bag contents when not in use.  
» Dimensions: 10”H x 6”W  |  $29.99

RECOVERY

A) B) C)
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Sometimes on the crazy journey of life, you get the urge to 
just pack a bag and go on an adventure. That’s kind of the 

premise for our entire lifestyle — both in and out of the shop at 
Blue Ridge Overland Gear. Our every day carry bags are  
designed to be the perfect union of functionality and style. 
They are always ready to go whenever you are. Whether you 
pack a laptop, fly rods or both — we offer a variety of styles, 
sub-kits, and options to choose from. Our bags make the  
perfect urban daypack or camera carrying kit bag. 

► The Got-to-Go Bag 
The Got-to-Go bag is versatile enough to configure into a  
variety of sub-kits that’ll suit any journey. The great thing about 
the Got-to-Go Bag is that it’s modular. It can be expanded with 
pouches. Multiple Velcro platforms allow you to attach darn 
near any hook and loop pouch you’d like. We now offer a  
padded hip belt in matching colors. The hip belt features a  
lumbar pad for added comfort. This bag also features our  
authentic leather brand logo. 
» Dimensions: 12" x 6" x 13.5" | $139.99 - 145.99

» The Got-to-Go every day carry kit bag is available in classic 
black or rugged coyote. Add a trunk kit for extra storage or a 
hip belt to wear the bag around your waist. To view the Got-
to-Go Bag accessories, visit: BlueRidgeOverlandGear.com.

Every day carry bliss
PUT YOUR BEST BAG FORWARD

EVERY DAY CARRY  BAGS
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► The Got-to-Go Transit Bag 
The Go-to-Go Transit Bag is a scaled-down version of our full-sized Got-to-Go 
Bag, but make no mistake — this smaller bag is still big on style. It features a 
series of hidden, “seamless” pockets — perfect for hiding valuable items. The 
exterior of the bag has a cell phone pocket on one side (large enough for an 
iPhone 7 Plus) and has mil-spec webbing on one end of the bag to accom-
modate additional MOLLE pouches or a water bottle holder. The bottom of 
the bag is made of an imprinted resin, super fabric that is both puncture and 
abrasion resistant. This bag is available in both black and gray. A diagonal 
pocket on the back is perfect for the concealed carry of a handgun.  
» Dimensions: 22" x 7" x 10"  |  $99.99

EVERY DAY CARRY  BAGS

WHAT GOES INTO A BROG BAG?
CRAFTMANSHIP + PASSION  |  Your bag was painstakingly 
handmade and put through a rigorous inspection before you 
received it. At Blue Ridge Overland Gear, we hand sew each piece 
to ensure strength, longevity, and durability.  Each Blue Ridge 
Overland Gear Bag is made for the duration. We use tough, 500D 
cordura, mil-spec zipper, and ITW hardware. Why? Because we 
believe that each piece we make should be tough enough to 
become a legacy. All of our bags are made right here in the USA 
because we believe that American craftsmanship matters!

What you are holding is more than a bag; 
it’s craftmanship.  Handcrafted in Bedford, Virginia. 
100% made in the USA. 
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A clean vehicle is a happy vehicle 
What’s the weirdest thing you’ve ever found in your 

backseat? Go ahead — think for a second. Think 
of that one piece of whatnot for which there is no  
logical explanation. If you have small kids, there’s the 
usual gamut of stale fruit loops, Barbie shoes, and 
sticky, discarded popsicle wrappers. And we know  
that there’s nothing more frustrating than a dirty,  
disorganized vehicle. So, we’ve created a variety of  
storage solutions for all that extra stuff in your car.

► The MOLLE Visor Organizer
Our visor panel features a zipper pouch that's just 
right for folded paperwork, maintenance logs, and 
receipts from all of those trips. There are also two rows 
of MOLLE webbing — great for stashing your pens, a 
small knife, tire gauge and your backup flashlight. The 
other side has a 6'' x 11'' hook Velcro platform that's 
perfect for small hook and loop pouches This is a great 
place to keep a first aid kit, or your general "grab-and-
go" kit that stays in the truck. Avaliable in both black 
and coyote.  » Dimensions: 11" x 13"  |  $25.99

CUT THE CLUTTER. CLEAN YOUR CAR

ORGANIZE YOUR VEHICLE
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▲  The Headrest Bag

The Headrest bag is lightweight and big enough 
to store your favorite coloring books — and for 
your kid-free trips — a Gazetteer Map. This bag can 
be taken to and from the car in one easy step. It 
removes from the headrest and can be worn as a 
shoulder bag. This is the perfect bag for your little 
people or yourself. There’s plenty of classic webbing 
and a Velcro platform to attach other small pouches. 

» Dimensions: 14" x 14" x 4" |  $35.99

►  The Headrest Trash Bag

The Headrest Trash Bag is the perfect solution for  
disposing of the trash that plagues your back seat. 
Two loops of webbing clip around the bars of your 
headrest. The bag is easily detachable so you can 
quickly dispose of trash. Though not entirely  
waterproof, the bag will contain small spills without 
leaking. We've included a pocket and storage slots for 
small items. If you decide not to use our bag for trash, 
it makes a great coloring book and crayon holder for 
your younger, backseat passengers! 
» Dimensions: 12" x 10" x  5"  |  $26.99 

► The Roll Up Dump Pouch
The roll up dump pouch is a great storage solution for 
trash disposal. It comes with a GrimLoc, so you can 
clip it anywhere! Hook it to a headrest, backpack or 
tailgate. The roll up dump pouch secures closed with 
Velcro to keep trash in place. It’s made of vinyl-coated 
polyester so it’ll wipe clean with a rag or hose. 
» Dimensions: 10.5"  x  3.5"  x  7"  |  $21.99

The Roll Up Dump Pouch and 
the Headrest trash bag are 
made of truck tarp and easily 
wipe clean with damp rag!

ORGANIZE YOUR VEHICLE
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BROG attics create overhead storage
FIND A GOOD HEAD SPACE

▲ The Landcruiser Attic 
In our ongoing effort to maximize potential space in your 
vehicle, we saw a new frontier — your ceiling! The 4Runner 
Attic is made of mil-spec mesh and attaches to the grab 
handles with G-hooks. It can be clipped and unclipped as 
needed. Now you can store stuff in that vast space above 
your passenger’s heads! And speaking of which — the 
attic is adjustable. The corners can be tightened so that 
it doesn’t get in the way of your passengers’ heads. That 
being said, we recommend this attic for only lightweight 
items such as coats, blankets, sleeping bags, or clothing. 
» Dimensions: mesh compartment -  36" x  24" | 
measures  68" end to end  |  $99.99

► The 4Runner Attic 
Just like our Landcruiser Attic, our 4Runner Attic is made 
of durable, mil-spec mesh. It features 550 paracord lacing 
to keep the attic taught with cinch strings and ITW barrel 
locks. Mil-spec, one-inch webbing straps provide space to 
attach small items with carabiner clips. 

» Dimensions: mesh compartment - 28" x  35" |  
measures 68" end to end |  $99.99

ORGANIZE YOUR VEHICLE
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▼ Jeep JKU Attic
Although ideal for business, the expression, "time equals money" doesn't apply well to traveling 
with your family (especially if you have young kids). In that situation, a better formula might be 
"organization equals happiness." If you can find more efficient ways to organize your space with 
your family, then you’ll be paid dividends of stress-free relaxation. The JKU Attic provides your Jeep 
with much needed, easily accessible space. This attic is great for storing light-weight items such as 
coats, blankets, sleeping bags, or clothing. We've found a way to make the best of storage space 
you didn't even know you had. As an added bonus, everything stores out of the way of dirty feet, 
sticky fingers and candy wrappers!
» Dimensions: mesh compartment -  19" x 35"  |  $99.99

ORGANIZE YOUR VEHICLE
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Organize your tools. Get stuff done.
ALWAYS KNOW WHERE YOUR TOOLS ARE

ORGANIZE YOUR TOOLS

Getting your tools organized and ready to go has never been easier.  At Blue Ridge 
Overland Gear, we offer a variety of options to help you put things in their 

proper place, because we know there's nothing worse than having to put your 
project on hold while you search for the right tool. Our system features a  
modular tool bag, a variety of small pouches and Velcro ID panels. That way  
you can configure, store and label your tools any way you'd like!

► The Tool Bag  |  21TB-L
All of our tool storage products are made from 500D Nylon  
Cordura. Every bag and pouch is built with tough #8 
YKK zipper. Each bag also features rugged mil-spec 
webbing. Forget lugging around a heavy,  
cumbersome tool box. Our tool bag is 
where it’s at! » Dimensions: 12” x 12 ”x 4”  
| Black - $125.99 | Coyote - $129.99
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▲ Small Pouches 
Like all of our gear, every small pouch is handcrafted to ensure the highest quality. Choose from clear-front, 
string-reinforced vinyl or solid black nylon cordura front. Small pouches come in a variety of sizes including: 

 » 4" x 8" x 1" | clear front | $12.99  » 5" x 10" Flat Pouch | $9.99   

 » 4" x 8" x 1" | solid black front | $12.99 » 5" x 12" Flat Pouch | $10.99

▲ 4" x12"x2" Hook & Loop Velcro Pouch
These pouches are made of rugged 1000D 
cordura so they’re abrasion and rip-resistant. 
It features top-loading, #8YKK zipper. The 
string-reinforced, clear vinyl front allows 
you to easily identify contents. It measures 
at 4x12x2. Also, it comes in five really cool 
colors; classic black, cool coyote, sleek gray, 
bright blue, and vibrant red. Works with any 
loop Velcro platform. Available in bright 
blue, sleek gray, vibrant red, cool coyote, and 
black. » Dimensions » 4” x 12” x 2” | $14.99 

▲ 4" x12"x2" Hanging Junk Drawer
These little pouches don’t have any Velcro. 
It’s great if you need to store small items  
WITHOUT having any beloved Velcro sticking 
to what’s around the pouch. The string-rein-
forced, clear vinyl front allows you to easily 
identify contents. A loop of 3/4” mil-spec 
webbing on one end make this little pouch 
“clippable” with the help of a GrimLoc or  
carabineer. Available in bright blue, sleek 
gray, vibrant red, cool coyote, and black.  
» Dimensions » 4” x 12” x 2” | $14.99 

▼ 12" x6"x2" Hook & Loop Velcro Pouch 
These pouches are made of rugged 500D cordura so they're abrasion and rip-resistant. It features top-loading, 
#8YKK zipper. The string-reinforced, clear vinyl front allows you to easily identify contents. Attaches with hook 
Veclro to any loop Velcro platform. Available in classic black, cool blue, or sleek gray. » | $15.49  

ORGANIZE YOUR TOOLS
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Get your gear on the road
WHEN IT’S TIME TO GET GOING

GEAR STORAGE SOLUTIONS

What would the perfect expedition look like to you? If you are like us, the perfect expedition would be 
seamless. Everyone is happy. Everyone is organized. Everyone has their stuff together. You never have 

to search for anything, because everything is in the proper place! Military precision. No pending crisis and 
subsequent expletive-laden meltdown over a misplaced tow strap. Let’s face it; we all have that one trail-
mate (or spouse) who has a never-ending array of stuff for every trip. When you need the slightest little thing 
from your storage space? It’s like unpacking enough gear necessary for a year-long expedition into the Arctic 
Tundra!  While we can make no promises about your traveling companions (or their level or organization),  
we can assure you that you can have your stuff together. 

► Got-to-Go Cord Control
We’ve all been there: Once again, every power cord you own is suddenly 
more tangled than Clark Griswold’s Christmas lights. You ask yourself, 
“how did I get here again? I’ve reseloved to do better so many times!  
The struggle is real!” Now — what we have here is a simple roll and 
four web dominators. Each web dominators holds your cords 
securely in place. Then just roll it closed. It closes securely with 
hook & loop Velcro. Simple really. Quit fighting the cord wars. 
» Dimensions: 13.5” x 2” | $21.99
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▼ The MOLLE Seat Back Panel 
Keeping your backseat drivers/riders occupied with fun things to do requires lots of stuff. But then you need 
somewhere to store it all. That’s where our MOLLE Seat Back Panel comes in. Hang this bad boy on the back of 
your seat, and it serves as a sturdy anchor (and seat protector) for small, medium, and large MOLLE compatible 
pouches. 

Dimensions: » 14" x 20"  |  Black - $51.99  |  Coyote - $52.99 » 18" x 20"  |  Black - $59.99

Panels and pouches are modular; 
customize them any way you'd 
like!

▼ Small & Medium General Purpose Pouches  
We just love small pouches! They hold so much storage potential. There’s no limit to what you can store in 
them. The small and medium GP pouches are a great solution to all of your small and medium storage needs. 
Our pouches are made of 500D nylon cordura. Both are MOLLE compatible and feature #8YKK mil-spec zipper. 
The medium GP pouch is also available in coyote. 

» Dimensions: small: 7" x  3" x  5"  |  $24.99 » Dimensions: medium - coyote | 8" x 5" x 3"  |  $26.99 
» Dimensions: medium - black | 8" x 5" x 3"  |  $25.99

GEAR STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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ORGANIZE YOUR ADVENTURE. GET THE MOST FROM IT.

What to carry on your next trip
B eginning a new adventure is the ultimate thrill. You know 

the feeling — the road is calling. All you have to do is get 
your stuff together and answer the call. What’s down the next 
road? What’s around the next corner? What new places will you 
see? What new people will you meet when you get there?  
What new points of view will you come across? At Blue Ridge  
Overland Gear, we live for adventure. And we believe that  
keeping your gear organized should never slow you down. 
We’ve created a few simple pieces of gear that will shorten the 
distance between “organizing all this stuff” to “putting fresh 
miles under your tires.” Check out our organization solutions. 
The open road is waiting. 

 ◄ The Trip Planning Bag 
This bag is designed to keep your trip plans and maps 
organized. There are nay-sayers in this world who will mock your 
printed itineraries. But we get you. You know what you want out 
of your adventure and you’re not afraid to commit it to paper. 
Keep your maps and carefully coordinated itineraries protected. 
And do it with style. Our Trip Planning Bags are made of 500D 
nylon Cordura. They’re large enough to hold two large atlas 
maps. The Velcro panel is great for attaching additional hook 
and loop pouches or morale patches. If you decide to use it for 
an iPad or small laptop, it’s padded for extra protection. Features 
stylish toggle and barrel lock closures. 
» Dimensions: 14” x 2”x 17” | Black- $37.99 | Coyote - $39.99

TRIP ESSENTIALS
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▼ The Packing Cube
Our packing cubes offer a convenient way to store, identify and carry your small “stuff.” The front features either 
tough, clear, string-re-enforced vinyl or breathable mil-spec mesh. That way, you can easily identify the contents 
of your storage cube. Store jumper cables, tie straps, power cords, or pretty much anything you’d like! All storage 
cubes feature an easy-carry handle made of durable, 1” webbing. We’ve also included a Velcro platform for ID  
panels (so you won’t have to give multiple bags the “sniff test” to identify them anymore). Packing cubes can also 
link to a second storage cube with an ITW GrimLoc (sold separately).  The 1” webbing on either side of the cube 
allows for attachment of additional MOLLE compatible pouches. » Dimensions | 12” x 12 x 4”  

▼ The Map Pouch  
It’s time to give your maps the respect they deserve. 
Get our map pouch in black or coyote That way, you 
can keep maps organized and stored neatly between 
the seats. The pouch will easily hold two large atlas 
maps. It’s perfect for Delorme maps. A Velcro plat-
form on the front is great for smaller pouches to store 
pencils, pens, or highlighters. Our map pouches are 
moisture (and coffee) resistant to keep maps dry and 
neat. Comes in coyote (shown) or black. » Dimen-
sions: 13.5” x 2” | » Black - $27.99  |  Coyote - $28.99

TRIP ESSENTIALS

» Black - Mesh Front | $28.99 » Black - Clear  Front | $27.99 »  Red, Coyote, Gray, Blue, Sand - Mesh Front | 
$28.99  » Red, Coyote, Gray, Blue, Sand - Clear Front | $28.99

» Available in Red, Coyote, Gray, Blue, Sand & Black

► “What’s in there?” ID Panels  |  29NT  
Our hook and loop Velcro ID panels help you easily iden-
tify the contents of your bags. Cause if you are like us, one 
bag is never enough! Label each bag and know for sure 
"what's in there?” $5.99

» Air Tools » Bail » Electrical » First Aid » Fluids 
» Fun Shit » Hand Tools » HI-LIFT  » Metric » Rain Gear 
» Recovery » Recycling » Repairs » SAE » Straps 
» Stove » Tire » Repair » Toiletries » Tools » Trash
Custom name panels avaliable by special order!
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Is it just us, or did the expression, “spare tire” take on a whole 
new, negative connotation after age 40? And when did your 

spouse suddenly turn into the food police? Although — who 
better to point out that you can’t live off pizza and beer like you 
did in your 20's?!

At Blue Ridge Overland Gear we’ve found a way to rekindle the 
lost love for the spare tire! Our system turns the vast space of 
your rear-mounted vehicle spare tire into a usable storage area. 
The tire mount storage system includes the tire mount straps, 
MAXTRAX MKII transport bag, and the tire storage bag. The 
system hooks onto your spare tire with our tire mount straps 
(pictured right). The MAXTRAX transport bag can hold two 
MAXTRAX MKII recovery boards. It’s modular, so the tire mount 
storage bag clips right to the front of the MAXTRAX MKII 
transport bag. It’s a great way to easily store MAXTRAX boards, 
tents, tow ropes or your favorite snacks! MOLLE webbing on the 
front of the tire storage bag allows for attaching smaller MOLLE 
compatible bags. As a bonus, the tire storage bag is the last 
place in the world your wife would think to look for your box of 
Little Debbie Fudge Rounds! Get our Tire Mount System and be 
proud of your spare tire!

The tire mount system
FALL IN LOVE WITH YOUR SPARE TIRE

INNOVATIVE STORAGE
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► The Tire Storage Bag
The Tire Storage Bag is a modular kit bag that turns the 
vast space of your rear-mounted spare tire into a usable 
storage area. It hooks on to our tire mount system or to 
the front of our MAXTRAX Bag. It can easily hold 20-30 lbs. 
of smaller items — be it tents, tow ropes or potato chips. 
The top folds over and secures with Fastex Buckles to 
keep contents dry.  
» Dimensions: 24” x 14” x 6” |  $49.99 

► The Traction Jack Bag
The Traction Jack Bag is made of heavy-duty vinyl-coated 
polyester truck tarp. Each Traction Jack bag will hold two 
Traction Jack boards. We’ve incorporated a double layer 
of thick, mil-spec webbing on each bag to create a MOLLE 
attachment system. The Traction Jack Bag can be used 
with either our tire mount kit or roof mount kit to free up 
vital storage space inside your vehicle. 

The greatest feature about the Traction Jack Bag is that 
it gives you a great place to store boards that are dirty or 
wet from use. It is dirt, scratch, tear, and abrasion-resis-
tant. The bag also features an easy-carry handle on one 
side. » Dimensions: 26" x 12"  x 6" | $69.99

▲ The  MAXTRAX MKII Transport Bag
We’ve developed an easy way to mount and transport the MAXTRAX MKII. On a multi-person trail ride, storing 
these things in the car can be tricky! And you can’t hit the trail without something as essential as a set of MAX-
TRAX; so free up some space and look really cool doing it. Each bag holds two Maxtrax MKII boards. This bag 
can be attached to the roof or spare tire with our tire mount straps. » Dimensions: 45” x 14” x 4”  |  $109.99 

▲ The GoTreads Bag
The GoTreads Bag is designed to specifically house and transport one set (two GoTreads traction mats). The 
bag is made of vinyl-coated polyester truck tarp. So it's tough and easy to clean with a damp rag. 2" mil-spec 
webbing handles make this bag easy to carry. It closes with #10YKK mil-spec zipper. Durable, tough, and 
ready for any adventure that comes your way. » Dimesions: 24” x 9" x 4" | $39.99 

INNOVATIVE STORAGE
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FREE UP VALUABLE VEHICLE SPACE

Rooftop Storage Solutions
► The Action Packer Cover 

Our Action Packer Cover is designed to fit the 8 gallon action packer. And it’s made of vinyl-coated polyester 
— the stuff of truck tarps. It secures to your roof or cargo racks with sewn-in and secure mil-spec webbing. 
The Action Packer Cover features 800 lbs.-rated CAM buckles. But the best part of the action pack cover is that 
it's waterproof! While we love the action pack, they aren't known for keeping stuff dry. This cover is made to 
come down over the seam of the box to keep contents dry while you drive in inclement weather. » $32.99

►  The Chainsaw Bra 
The Chain Saw Bra is made to fit 
most standard Stihl chainsaw boxes. 
It’s made of truck tarp which is 
stain, rip, dirt and scratch resistant. 
The Chain Saw Bra is a great way 
to strap your chainsaw to your roof 
and free-up more vital storage area 
inside your vehicle. Two straps of 1” 
mil-spec webbing are stitched to the 
body of the bag. Both straps secure 
around box latches with an 800 
lbs.-rated CAM buckle. » $29.99 

INNOVATIVE STORAGE
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The Tembo Tusk Skottle & BROG Bag
Pronounced 'skō-til' or 'skaw-Til', the skottle is a South African outdoor cook-

ing utensil. Anything you can cook on a grill or skillet can be prepared in a 
skottle. Just like your favorite Dutch oven or cast iron pan, the more frequently 
you use your skottle, the better the non-stick cooking surface becomes. The 
TemboTusk Skottle comes with a three-leg stand, which supports the burner 
frame and disc. The legs are removable and can be stored 
separately. 

▼Make it a Kit! 
The Tembo Tusk Cooking Skottle, the Blue Ridge 
Overland Gear Skottle Bag, a 10,000 BTU Burner for 
Skottle, the Skottle Lid, and the Tembo Tusk Century Wind 
Shield. Visit: BlueRidgeOverlandGear.com for more details. 
Keyword: Skottle Kit. 

» Dimensions: disc diameter:  18” | Height with legs: 28” tall with the legs 
attached.  |  The Skottle - $185.00 | The Complete Skottle Kit - $296.99

For skottle cooking 
recipe ideas, visit: 
BlueridgeBuilt.com

THE FINEST TRAIL COOKING

◄  The Skottle Bag  

Our skottle bag is the perfect 
way to transport your most  
valued trail cooking gear. The 
bag comes in two parts; one 
bag for the detaching skottle 
legs and one for the main cook-
ing implement. The main bag 
will hold one skottle, a burner, 
and several 1-lb. propane tanks. 
Made of vinyl-coated polyester. 
» $59.99

BBQ Chicken & Asparagus
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► The Cook Kit Bag  
The Cooking Tool Bag is designed to organize 
cooking spices and utensils. No more digging 
through your entire campsite to find your  
favorite spatula or spice. Our bag features 
MOLLE compatible webbing on the front to  
accommodate additional pouches. It has a 
large Velcro panel on the front for hook and 
loop pouches. The interior has tool dividers 
and two removable 4” x 8” x 1” clear-front 
pouches. On the back of the bag, there are two 
webbing snap-straps for attaching the bag to a 
fridge handle or cooler.  
» Dimensions: 9" x 12" x 2"  |  $69.99

Take meal prep a step higher
Being on the road can present a real challenge 
to organized meal preparation. By the time you 
are done with cooking a meal on the trail, your 
campsite often looks like the aftermath of some 
bizarre environmental disaster involving balled-
up aluminum foil, old baloney, and red solo cups. 
While we can’t help you with camp clean up, we 
can certainly keep your cooking essentials 
organized! Blue Ridge Overland Gear offers 
simple solutions for storing your camp kitchen 
cooking utensils and transporting your stove of 
choice!

 » Savory Kielbasa, onions, 
peppers, and potatoes is 
a BROG skottle cooking 
favorite. See p.20 for 
skottle grill details. 
For this recipe and other 
employee-tested meals, 
visit our blog at:  
BlueRidgeBuilt.com

MEALS ON THE TRAIL

CAMP COOKING SIMPLIFIED 
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▲ The Camp Chef Everest Stove Bag
Our Camp Chef Everest Stove Bag is the perfect way to store and transport your favorite Camp Chef Everest 
stove. The bag is made of rugged 500D Nylon Cordura and features all mil-spec zipper and hardware. A 3/16” 
layer of foam padding keeps your bag protected during transport. Mil-spec webbing carry handles are sewn 
to the bag for maximum durability. » Dimensions | 22.5" x 12.5" x 4.5" | $59.99 

▲ The Partner Steel Stove Bag
Our Partner Steel Stove bag is the perfect way to store and transport your favorite 2-burner Partner Steel 
stove. The bag is made of rugged 500D Nylon Cordura and features all mil-spec zipper and hardware. A 3/16” 
layer of foam padding keeps your bag protected during transport. Mil-spec webbing carry handles are sewn 
to the bag for maximum durability. The bag is available in two sizes; one of the 18” Partner Steel stove bag 
and one for the 22” partner steel stove bag. 
» Dimensions | 18” bag -13.5" x 3" x 18.5" | $69.99 » Dimensions | 22” bag - 14" x 3.5" x 22.5" | $75.99

CAMP COOKING PRO TIPS
» Chop all ingredients such as potatoes, vegetables, and meats 
before your trip to save yourself extra prep time and hassle. Store 
them in freezer bags. Also, freeze these items ahead of time and 
put them in your cooler. They will last longer and keep other 
items in your cooler colder for longer. 
» If you will be packing meals such as chili or soups, prepare them 
before your trip. Store in gallon bags, freeze, and store in your 
cooler. When it's time to eat, all you'll have to do is heat them up!
» Always bring extra rolls of heavy-duty aluminum foil. The uses 
around your camp are endless!

 » Hibachi style steak-fried rice. See p.20 for skottle grill details. For 
this recipe and other employee-tested meals, visit our blog at:  
BlueRidgeBuilt.com

PROTECT YOUR CAMP STOVE

MEALS ON THE TRAIL
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Even the best excursion can go 
from good to treacherous in an  

emergency situation. Having an  
adequately stocked individual first aid 
kit could mean the difference between 
life and death. Our IFAK collection is 
designed to keep your first aid supplies 
close and portable.  

SAFETY FIRST

The Individual First Aid Kit Collection

▲ The Hook & Loop IFAK Pouch & MOLLE Pouch Adaptor
The IFAK Pouch is a handy place to store your basic first aid supplies. With our pouch, you can easily transfer your 
first aid supplies from a seat back panel to a backpack in seconds. Our IFAK kit is hook and loop compatible. This 
pouch is built like an accordion file for optimum organization and access. The clear string- reinforced vinyl front 
allows you to easily identify contents. 
» Hook & Loop Pouch | Dimensions 8” x 6” x 3 | $39.99 » MOLLE Adaptor | Dimensions | $16.99

► The Large First Aid Bag

The large size of this kit bag accommodates a lot of first aid supplies. Four strips of 1” webbing across the 
front allow for attaching additional MOLLE pouches. A hook Velcro platform on the front also allows for 

attaching hook and loop pouches or ID tags. The clamshell design allows the bag to lay flat when open for easy 
access to medical supplies. This bag features four 12”x 6”x 2” removable hook and loop pouches to store and 
organize first aid supplies. Each pouch has a string-reinforced, clear vinyl front to quickly and easily identify 
contents. » Dimensions 12 ” x 12” x 5 | $109.99

SAFETY AND FIRST AID
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GO OUTSIDE AND PLAY

The Kid's Adventure Hiking Belt

R esponsibility is a great thing to teach kids early.  
Especially when teaching them that responsibility 

relieves you of having to carry every rock, pine cone, 
bug, or stick they find on the trail! The waist belt is 
a small, lightweight pouch that is easy for your little  
people to carry. It's made of kid-proof, 500D nylon  
cordura. We've equipped it with large rubber zipper 
pulls that are easy for small fingers to grasp. The waist 
belt is made of 2" mil spec webbing. With a few quick  
adjustments to the belt, it can be worn as a sling bag. The  
interior is lined with a high-visibility orange liner. The   
nylon exterior easily wipes clean of dirt or that  
mysterious sticky substance little fingers always seem 
to find. A spacer mesh pad on the back of the pouch  
provides maximum comfort. A 4" loop Velcro  
platform is a great place to display morale patches.  
Dimensions  6"H x 10"L x 2"W | $37.99
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►The BROG Morale Patch 
Now you can display the morale patch for your favorite gear! Our patch shows Blue Ridge 
Overland Gear’s logo in vivid colors. Reads “Blue Ridge Overland Gear  Organize  Outside”. 
Features a hook Velcro back that will stick to any loop Velcro platform. Approximately 3.5” in 
diameter. » $4.99

Wear the Love!
SPREAD THE WORD

What is overlanding? The next 
time someone asks, just show 
them your BROG 'overlanding 
defined' t-shirt! Small BROG logo 
on back. Available in sizes S, M, L, 
XL, & 2-XL (+1.50). » $18.99

This t-shirt features an overland-
ing scene on the front with "The 
journey is more important than 
the destination." Small BROG 
logo on back. Available insizes S, 
M, L, XL, & 2-XL (+1.50). » $18.99

This one is a classic with the BROG 
logo covered in a topographic map. 
Full design on back reads: "Give 
Sasquatch a Run for His Money" 
Available in sizes S, M, L, XL, & 2-XL
(+1.50). » $18.99

Some Amazing Squirrel Facts  

Brought to you by Sasquatch, the crazy, trail-loving, overlanding squirrel!
» There are more than 265 species of squirrel in the world. 
» Squirrels don’t just run erratically — they create a strategic pattern to 
throw off potential predators. 
» The squirrel is the Native American symbol for preparation, trust, and 
thriftiness.
» Squirrels LOVE to nest in BROG Gear.

"H e re's  s tuff  yo u sho u l d kno w about squi rrels ! "                              — S asquatch

►Exclusive BROG T-shirts 
Tell the world about your love for overlanding and Blue Ridge Overland Gear with these exclusive t-shirts.  
High quality and printed in Virginia, wear one on your next adventure and send us a picture! 
Squirrels not included. (No animals were harmed in the photographing of these t-shirts).
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Behind the Scenes
ABOUT BLUE RIDGE OVERLAND GEAR

ABOUT US

Like many great names in business, Blue 
Ridge Overland Gear was born in a shed. We 

call it the "thread shed." Armed with nothing 
but some material, a sewing machine, and the  
ambition of making something useful — the first 
products were made and tested. Some products 
passed the test. Others did not. Lessons are still 
being learned and our progress continues. Many  
iterations and ideas later, we are still bringing 
new and improved gear to life.

We're a small, yet highly efficient team at 
Blue Ridge Overland Gear. Our lack of typical  
bureaucracy allows us to rapidly work through 
the product design process. It also gives us the 
ability to respond one-on-one to customer 
needs.

With Blue Ridge Overland Gear, you can be sure that  
clever and durable design elements are hand-crafted and sewn into  
every product. We first make these products for ourselves, then our  
customers — ensuring the highest quality possible. At Blue Ridge  
Overland Gear, we use and enjoy our products every day. And we hope 
you use them and enjoy them every day too!

Blue Ridge Overland Gear | Virginia, USA



Adventure Skottle

Rifle Mat/Bag

Large Cook Kit Bag
Recovery Backpack

We're hard at work by the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia, building gear for your 
next outdoor and overlanding adventure. Our gear isn't just 'made in America',  it's 
made by adventurers just like you. Innovative design + hand-crafted durability  
- we call that 'Blue Ridge Built'. Made in America. Handcrafted for adventure!

Visit us online at: BlueridgeOverlandGear.com
Read the BROG blog: BlueRidgeBuilt.com
Visit our shop and storefront: 126 S. Bridge St, Bedford VA 24523

RUGGED & DURABLE. SUPERIOR QUALITY.
HANDCRAFTED IN VIRGINIA, USA.

COMING SOON!


